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Hello and Happy New Year: Thanks to all of you working on the issues related to the
mining of silica throughout the multi-state region! Enjoy this  New  Year’s  Message!
http://biggeekdad.com/2011/01/auld-lang-syne/
(Sissel’s  rendition  of  Auld  Lang  Syne  and  the  accompanying  photography are outstanding. Enjoy!)
~~
A LOOK AT OUR EARTH! Be sure to watch the videos at this site!
http://www.npr.org/blogs/krulwich/2013/01/16/169511949/a-mysterious-patch-of-light-shows-up-in-the-northdakota-dark
~~

SMOKING GUN: TAR SANDS REPORT EVISERATES INDUSTRY CLAIM
TAKE SOME TIME TO WATCH THE VIDEO
http://www.commondreams.org/headline/2013/01/08-1
~~

DEEP IN CANADIAN LAKES: SIGNS OF TAR SANDS POLUTION
LISTEN TO THE REPORT
http://www.npr.org/2013/01/08/168887788/deep-in-canadian-lakes-signs-of-tar-sandspollution?ft=3&f=122101520&sc=nl&cc=sh-20130112
~~

Hurtling Towards Climate Chaos: US Oil Production Set to Explode
Flying in face of dire climate figures, US continues to embrace fossil fuels.
Article here...
~~
1 new result for silica sand

Web

"From The Frontlines" Wyalusing Silica Sand Transfer Station ...

Welcome to the gasfields of PA. Silica sand is used as a proppent in the hydraulic fracturing ...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iTCRJ6I_zM

~~
"FROM THE FRONTLINES" part 2: Carol French, Bradford Co, PA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBfeyBzsjD0&feature=em-share_video_user

~~
PORTRAIT OF ANTHONY INGRAFFEA ON ECOWATCH: OUTSTANDING PRESENTATION!
http://ecowatch.org/2013/industry-insider-to-fracking-opponent/
~~

~~
Many of the Finger Lakes wineries are taking action as well. The evidence mounts.
Best regards, Joe Hoff
http://www.winesandvines.com/template.cfm?section=news&content=109440&htitle=California%20Wine%20Confronts%20Frac
king
~~

Tanker Carrying Bakken Oil to Canadian Refinery Runs Aground
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-20/tanker-carrying-bakken-crude-to-canadian-refinery-runsaground.html

~~
SPECIAL REPORT: Chesapeake, McClendon endure rocky year; more uncertainty ahead
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2012/12/27/chesapeake-mcclendon-idUKL1E8NQ2H720121227
Remember those mechanics liens that I said were being filed in Bradford County last year? You know, the ones
you denied really existed?
Well, this reporter was VERY INTERESTED in seeing them. Matter of fact, after seeing the 34 mechanics liens
I sent him, he was inspired to visit the Bradford County Prothonatary's office himself. There he discovered
hundreds of mechanics liens filed against property owners -without their knowledge, because of Chesapeake
not paying thier sub-contractors.

Follow up:
* On Nov. 2, a New Jersey construction and drilling company filed a lien against property leased by
Chesapeake in Bradford County, Pa. The company, Carson & Roberts, says Chesapeake owes it
$859,000.
* On Dec. 7, two New York contractors also filed liens in Bradford County. They say they are owed
$1.8 million for work on a natural gas compression station there.
* And on Dec. 20, a Minnesota drilling contractor filed three liens on properties leased by Chesapeake
in Bradford County. The company claims it is owed more than $725,000.
Chesapeake may have transferred the debts owed to contractors but the company is still listed as the
debtor in the non-payment suits. And the liens filed for non-payment show up as claims against land
owners with whom Chesapeake cut deals. Read  more………..

~
Some photos from the Tunnel City mine. Behind the Berm at Tunnel City. EXCELLENT WEBSITE!
http://monroecountysandmines.blogspot.com/2013/01/blog-post.html
~~
01/05/13
Silica Frac Sand Mining Issues/Southeastern Minnesota
Background:
The  southeastern  counties  of  Minnesota  reside  in  what  is  termed  the  “driftless  area”
http://www.driftlessareainitiative.org/maps.cfm, whereby significant deposits of Jordan, St. Peter, and
Wonewoc sandstone lie near the surface of the land. ( see attached map)These sandstone deposits are valuable
and in high demand, by energy companies, for the drilling (fracking) for oil and gas. Silica frac sand is a known
carcinogen. This  “driftless” area includes the counties of Goodhue, Wabasha, Winona, Houston, Fillmore and
Olmsted. Each of these counties, at different times, have issued silica sand mining moratoriums in 2011-2013 to

prevent mining, processing and transport of silica frac sand while investigating the potential impacts to their
counties. To  date,  there  has  been  no  “regional”  study  completed  to  assess  the cumulative impact of silica frac
sand mining, processing and transport if it were to occur in every southeastern county in Minnesota.
(Western Wisconsin has endured an onslaught of 105 silica frac sand mining, processing and transport sites in
less than 5 years. It is through their experience that much data has been gathered to educate the southeastern
Minnesota counties and direct their fields of studies. Furthermore, Minnesota State law requires an
Environmental Impact Statement be completed only if proposed mining land area exceeds 160 acres. Silica frac
sand mining should require a complete EIS regardless of land area. )
These areas of study must include:
•
Air Quality
•
Water Consumption/Pollution
•
Road Traffic and Safety Impacts
•
Socio-Economic and Property Value Impacts
NOTE: A complete bibliography of silica frac sand facts and findings is referenced throughout this abbreviated
document and can be found at https://sites.google.com/site/savethebluffs/
Air Quality
Air quality has been a major concern due to the respirable ambient dust of fractured sandstone. Particulate
matter of PM2.5 micrograms are invisible, and the most deadly. It causes silicosis, an incurable and fatal
disease. OSHA has set workplace standards in place, but there have been no air quality measures or standards
set forth for the effects of ambient dust effecting residential areas located close to mining, processing or
transport sites. The states of California and Texas are the only two which have established air quality standards
regarding silica frac sand. Dr. Hillary Carpenter, Minnesota Dept. of Health has done initial research and
appears to have significant concerns in this area. For further information and research on air quality, please refer
to the website at: https://sites.google.com/site/savethebluffs/literature/health
Water Comsumption/Pollution
High volumes of chemically treated water is a necessary part of processing frac sand, for washing and settling
ponds. The Maiden Rock sand mine in Wisconsin is permitted to consume 3 million gallons of water per
day. Chemicals known as flocculants (polyacrylamide) are mixed with the water and sand to speed the
separation of unwanted particulates from the refined silica frac  sand.  The  solid  “cakes”  of  waste  particulates  
containing the flocculants are put back into the pit as part the reclamation process. The reuse of the land for
agricultural purposes is highly questionable according to Land Stewardship Project contacts. Treated silica sand
is stockpiled and transported in large quantities, all containing flocculants. There are many unknowns in terms
of the chemical breakdown of polyacrylamide and is still under study at the MPCA/ Wendi Turri.
The natural filtration of our drinking water relies on the layers of rock under our soils. Once those layers are
removed, through large scale, industrial mining, what are the cumulative impacts on the water purity and
supply? We are in a significant drought presently.
For further information, please visit:https://sites.google.com/site/savethebluffs/literature/water
Road Traffic and Safety Impacts
Silica frac sand mining, processing and transport results in high volumes of semi truck and train traffic. EOG
mines and their processing plant in Chippewa Falls has a 40 ton semi leaving or entering the plant every two
minutes or less. It loads 70 train cars per day. That is only one location out of 105 in western Wisconsin. These
trucks travel the rural roads near schools, hospitals, nursing homes, and businesses, thus adding to traffic safety
and traffic nuisance issues. Diesel fumes are also a carcinogen. The wear on local and state roads in

Wisconsin has been significant and millions of dollars have been spent on road repairs. Local county aggregate
taxes only partly cover the repairs and maintenance, and separate road use agreements have had to be negotiated
by the various mining companies to compensate for the damage.
Example from a Houston County Study:
•  A  single  sand  mine  may  produce  270,000 tons of sand per year
•  11,740  trucks  per  year  at  23  tons/truck
•  A  typical  roadway  in  Houston  County  may be designed for 50,000 trucks over its
entire lifetime
For further facts and information, please refer to:
https://sites.google.com/site/savethebluffs/literature/roads-traffic
Socio-Economic and Property Value Impacts
Southeastern Minnesota and its Great River Road is a scenic tourist attraction year round. The rolling
bluffs, winding river valley, hiking/biking trails, trout streams, agricultural setting, Lake Pepin, eagles
and other wildlife species offer millions of annual tourists and residents a plethora of enjoyment. Tourism in
Red Wing alone, attracts $6mm dollars in annual business because of its historic and serene environment. The
onset of silica frac sand mining along the river valley corridor clearly has implications for loss of tourism due to
air quality, water quality/quantity, traffic and noise/nuisance issues. Silica frac sand mining uses blasting
techniques to loosen the sandstone. A minor blast can be felt a mile away as testified by several local resident
witnesses.
The Hite report, from Auburn University states that property values decline:
“The  average  quality-constant house values within 0.5 miles of the gravel pit are 36% lower than those between
0.5 and 5 miles
When considering houses within 1.5 miles, house values are 25% lower than those between 1.5 and 5 miles
In the sample, there are 128 houses within a half mile of the gravel pit.
Given the difference in house value, there is an approximately $9 million loss in property values within a half
mile of the operation.
This  has  a  negative  impact  on  property  tax  collections,  which  are  based  on  house  values.”
Agricultural land, once reclaimed from mining loses a significant nutrient base and is rendered useless and
productive farmland. (Minnesota Land Stewardship)
Silica  frac  sand  mining  has  a  “boom/bust”  economic  impact  and  based  on  the  demand  for  sand  may  employ  2050 people, but will cause immediate layoffs as the demand ebbs.
For further information on the socio-economic impacts please
visit:https://sites.google.com/site/savethebluffs/literature/socio-economic
Conclusion:
It is imperative that the State of Minnesota consider the regional study of the cumulative impacts of silica frac
sand mining across all areas of concern through developing legislation for a regional moratorium and Generic
Environmental Impact Statement. Craig Brooks.
"...the committee members and county supervisors against the extension said there wasn't reason to continue
investigating the potential health impacts of the industry..."
I believe that the need to monitor the potential health and safety impacts or industrial frac sand mining will be never
ending. That needs to be built into any new or changed County ordinance governing this industry. Buffalo County
does not have such an ordinance now. One should be written during the moratorium. Isn't that why they passed a
moratorium? Other counties dealing with this new, fast growing industry have them. We need our own non-metallic
mining ordinance.
Craig Brooks

http://www.winonadailynews.com/news/article_87327f16-56fd-11e2-bfce-0019bb2963f4.html
I agree that continued monitoring needs to be part of an overall plan. Perhaps, the mining companies can pay

for that. But don't let the companies do the actual monitoring -- that should be done by a 3rd party unaligned
company, chosen by the government. And always emphasize - and insist upon - baseline readings of crystalline
silica, diesel etc -- otherwise you have no recourse later on if somebody has health consequences, because there
won't be a way to show causality. Comments from Craig Brooks, Buffalo Co.
~~
Methane Leaks Erode Green Credentials of Natural Gas
Jeff Tollefson, Nature.com
Tollefson reports: "Scientists are once again reporting alarmingly high
methane emissions from an oil and gas field, underscoring questions about
the environmental benefits of the boom in natural-gas production that is
transforming the US energy system."
http://lists.readersupportednews.org/ss/link.php?M=151543&N=5609&C=03105192555346e171d02d9
93dbc23be&L=7039
~~

What Happens When Fracking Hits the Suburbs?
http://www.alternet.org/fracking/what-happens-when-fracking-hits-suburbs?aki
d=9900.264596.t90Bat&rd=1&src=newsletter771866&t=18

~~
WIVoices.org Frac Sand Mining and Transportation References - Google Drive
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SqdIAiRqYViZMokJHbkVyf8CNw2tC60-o4CriFpCjGE/edit?pli=1
~~
If anyone has time to watch this past week’s  Moyers and Company, I think it is a worthwhile way to spend an
hour. Interesting observations classifying people into 6 categories on reactions to climate
change….Definitely……Know  Your  Audience!Moyers and Company – Ending the silence on Climate Change
http://billmoyers.com/episode/full-show-ending-the-silence-on-climate-change/
~~
Audio clips (2) on fracking

https://soundcloud.com/tags/fracking
~~

'Alarmingly High Methane Emissions' from Natural Gas Extraction | Common Dreams
http://www.commondreams.org/headline/2013/01/03-4

Land & Resources Alert
EPA Proposes Partial Disapproval of Wisconsin's Plan for Implementing the
PM2.5 NAAQS and Sierra Club Files a Lawsuit to Force EPA Action
On December 18, 2012, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a proposed
decision that would disapprove the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) rules for
implementing permitting requirements associated with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard
1

(NAAQS) for fine particulate matter (PM2.5) . EPA identified possible deficiencies related to WDNR's
authority to regulate condensable gases and potential PM2.5 precursors (such as SO2 and NOx). Most
interesting and potentially significant to Wisconsin stationary sources is EPA's rationale for concluding
that Wisconsin rules are deficient.

Read

More

CONTACT ADDRESSES FOR GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTACT INFORMATION can be obtained through Congressional Switchboard
1-866-327-8670 [this is a toll free number]. You can contact your Congressman and Senator through this
number without paying long distance charges.
http://www.house.gov/ for members of the House of Representatives http://www.senate.gov/ for members
of the U.S. Senate
White House 1-202-456-1111
STATE GOVERNMENT CONTACT INFORMATION can be obtained through
http://www.emailyourgovernor.com/ Information available at this site allows contact with governors,
members of the state legislature, state supreme court, congressional delegation and state agencies such as
the Education Department, Attorney General, Motor Vehicles Department and Voter Registration.
PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME OF THIS INFORMATION MAY BE OUT OF DATE
~~
letter to the editor.......

http://www.startribune.com/opinion/letters/185101131.html
COMMUNITY CONCERNS
We, too, often lose sight of our key priorities
“ Last	
  Call	
  at	
  the	
  Oasis”:	
  from	
  Linda	
  Walch,	
  Sustainable	
  Dunn
~~

You may already have this, but here it is again if not. What a travesty created by the State and
Barron  County….in  the  Town  of  Clinton.
http://www.ricelakeonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=208&ArticleID=25048
~~
Thomas Hedges: The Natural Gas Bubble - Truthdig
Source: truthdig.com

The natural gas industry is waging an aggressive public relations campaign to bolster investor confidence, despite evidence showing that
shale gas is an unreliable resource and that the production process releases large amounts of methane into the atmosphere. - 2013/01/04
~~

Do YouWant a Handout on a Hazard Alert regarding DIESEL EXHAUST/DIESEL PARTICULATE
MATTER? http://www.msha.gov/alerts/012013DPMAlert.pdf
~~

A Letter From Kathy in NEW YORK:
Thought you might like to see this short video of the anti-fracking rally yesterday in Albany. We had four busloads from
our county alone. It is disappointing that this video includes some duplicate footage, because it also misses many of us.
One energizing aspect of this was that there were a lot of folks there from NYC, who have caught on that the
“protection”  of  their  water supply from direct fracking does not mean they will be removed from many the effects of
fracking, and they are especially worried about the pipelines projected for NYC..
Cuomo’s  final  decision  about  permitting  is  supposedly  at  the  end  of  February

Many thanks to all of you for making the trip yesterday.
Here's a 6-minute video of the protest line. Careful viewing shows they put in a loop and
repeated a good portion, unfortunately in my opinion. Exaggeration was not necessary to
show our power and numbers!
http://www.theithacajournal.com/article/20130109/NEWS10/301090085/Fracking-not-mentionedspeech
It would be great to put the video links in your newsletter. Here is a better one sent by Walter Hang who is a primary
person/leader in New York, especially about collecting data about leaks and spills and other toxic happenings. He is the
head of toxicstargeting.com. This video has a little less redundancy than the other.
http://www.toxicstargeting.com/MarcellusShale/news/2013-01-09/fracking-not-mentioned-speech
~~
Over the past several years, the anti-fracking movement in NY has worked hard. We have written letters,
researched, attended hearings, marched, protested, written songs and gone door to door. Our movement has
reached out, educated, brought the issue of fracking to the national discourse and we have held the fossil fuel
industry at bay for years with our collective effort. As the governor's decision looms ahead, is the playing field
changing? How resilient and adaptable are we in our analyses, strategy, and tactics? How can we best tap our
collective strengths and creativity? How do we involve people meaningfully when our political context is in
flux?
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Myth and Realities
How Hard on the Landscape?
How Often Do Fracked Wells Leak?
How Clean Is It?

Deborah J. Nardone, Director--Beyond Natural Gas Campaign-Sierra Club
~~
INFORMATION FROM ST. CHARLES, MN:
http://www.winonapost.com/stock/functions/VDG_Pub/detail.php?choice=51550&home_page=&archives=
This is a good piece on local impact. A train loading facility near Cochrane or the CFC school will be pursued
again if past efforts are continued. Don't let down you guard and tell you County Board member we need a nonmetallic mining ordinance and we need to give separate treatment to rail loading proposals.
~~
GROUNDWATER STUDY MONITORING EFFECT OF SAND MINES IN CHIPPEWA COUNTY
http://chippewa.com/news/local/groundwater-study-monitoring-effect-of-sand-mines-incounty/article_d8633a5a-5a69-11e2-aaed-001a4bcf887a.html
~~

Development must be balanced: The Rice Lake Chronotype
http://www.ricelakeonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=9&SubSectionID=211&ArticleID=24978
~~
How Serious Does a Spill Have to Get to Create a Fine?
http://www.wqow.com/story/20559350/2013/01/10/citizen-tip-leads-to-dnrinvestigation#.UPBjDwQvG3o.email
~~
Minnesota State Lawmakers Push for Study on Silica Sand Mining
http://www.postbulletin.com/news/politics/state-lawmakers-push-for-study-on-silica-sandmining/article_f2e5ac73-9d14-5af7-89d4-4ce529f673f6.html?mode=story
~~
Town Officials Accused Of Frac Sand Conflict Of Interest
http://news.wpr.org/post/town-officials-accused-frac-sand-conflict-interest-0
~~
Letter to Editor: Frozen River Film Festival
On Thursday, January 24th at 6:30 PM in the Somsen Auditorium on the Winona State University campus, the
Frozen  River  Film  Festival  will  present  its  opening  night  film  and  speaker.  The  film  “Living  Downstream”  is  a  
powerful and compelling insight into the connections between human rights and the environment. The speaker
is the author, as well as the subject of the book and film adaptation. Sandra Steingraber Ph.D. is an
internationally recognized authority on the environment and long-term exposure to toxic pollutants. A cancer
survivor  herself,  she  was  heralded  by  the  Sierra  Club  as  “the  new  Rachel  Carson.”  Carson  is  the  author  of  
“Silent  Spring,”  a  1962  pivotal  exposé  of  the  dangers  of  ignoring  our  connections  to  clean  air, water and
agricultural practices.
This is a unique opportunity for Winona and regional attendees to view professional documented evidence
regarding environmental links to cancer and human health. You will also hear in person the author describe her
journey and its effect on her family, motherhood and her hopes for the future of our homeland. This is the
perfect public presentation for a community that could be an epicenter for the handling and transportation of
products from the largest industrial-scale frac sand mining operation in the nation, located uphill in our county
by St. Charles. Our historic river and beautiful blufflands provide us with a high quality of life that requires our
constant  vigil  to  help  maintain  their  health  and  viability…  and  thus our own.
Please come see this educational and moving documentary, as well as many of the more than 40 other films,
workshops and performance events that will be held over the long weekend of the Festival. Log on to the
www.frff.org website and view or make up your own preferred screening schedule. Several ticket purchasing
options and prices are available. I know there is something you will enjoy at this years Festival.
Our Mission: The Frozen River Film Festival offers documentary films and programming that engage, educate
and activate our community to become involved in the world.Mike Kennedy -Chair, FRFF Board of Directors
Find more at:

www.frff.org

An acclaimed ecologist and author, Sandra Steingraber explores the link between human rights and the
environment, with a focus on chemical contamination. She takes a personal and scientific look at these issues

and offers insight into how we can protect our environment and ourselves. Steingraber brings a clear, lyrical
voice to the complex evidence of biology. A Q&A and book signing will follow the presentation.
Somsen Auditorium, Winona State University
Thursday, January 24
6:30 p.m.
In Person: Director Jim Tittle
A work in progress.
A documentary about the frac sand mining boom in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Due to a rapid increase in
demand, pure silica sand has become a valuable commodity, and mines are opening at a rapid rate. The silica
used in hydraulic fracturing (aka: “fracking”),  has  other  uses– glass manufacturing and toothpaste, for instance
— and a few established mines have been in operation here for decades. But now, new companies have arrived,
and land with accessible silica deposits is selling for high prices. The goal of this documentary is to find the real
price of frac sand. Not just in dollars, but in friendships, communities and the future of our region.
Somsen Auditorium, Winona State University
Saturday, January 26
~~
Town officials accused of frac sand conflict of interest
Superior Telegram
Selling or leasing land to frac sand mining companies is lucrative. In some cases farmland with rich deposits of silica have been
known to sell for $1 ...
~~

Sand plant impact study in: Lime Township will review
Mankato Free Press
By Dan Linehan Free Press Staff Writer MANKATO — An environmental study on a proposed silica sand mining and processing
plant just north of Mankato is ...
~~

Frac sand miners could get help from DNR
http://voiceofwr.com/2013/01/17/frac-sand-miners-could-get-help-from-dnr/
~~
NEW FORMS OF WEALTH AND DIVISION

http://wisconsinfracsand.blogspot.com/
~~

Here is how they are treating people in Colorado
HTTP://WWW.DENVERPOST.COM/BREAKINGNEWS/CI_22314105/OIL-AND-GAS-LAWYERS-WANT-RESIDENTS-BANNED-FROM
ENVIRONMENT

Oil and gas lawyers want residents banned from talking at rule hearing

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE: www.ccc-wis.com
The new mining bill is posted.
Other new postings are going up daily.
Add a comment or two in the blogging areas.
Tell  Henry  “thanks”  for  all  of  his  dedication  and  hard  work  on  this  site  developed  for  use  
by all!

~~

TOWN OF DOVRE IN BARRON COUNTY! A SPILL TO BE EXPLAINED!
Posted by Jeff Williams on January 17, 2013

WDNR Photo November 7, 2012 Conservation Officer Mark Little
Photo taken off of USH 53 near mile marker 122 – water is in the highway median

There is much more to tell about the story in Barron County. A marshland and a creek are involved! Journalists
might want to pick up on this one!
Welcome to the Frac Sand Sentinel, a newsletter highlighting resource links, news media accounts, blog posts,
correspondence, observations and opinions gathered regarding local actions on, and impacts of, the developing frac
sand mining and processing industries.
The content of this newsletter is for informational purposes only. The editor of the Frac Sand Times does not accept any
responsibility or liability for the use or misuse of the content of this newsletter or reliance by any persons on the
newsletters contents.
You are receiving this newsletter because you have expressed an interest in this information. We don't sell or loan your
e-mail address to anyone. You can subscribe for, or unsubscribe from, the newsletter at any time by emailing the sender
at sunnyday5@charter.net, noting your request.

